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    Abstract—This paper discusses the design and software-in-the-
loop  implementation  of  adaptive  formation  controllers  for  fixed-
wing unmanned  aerial  vehicles  (UAVs)  with  parametric  uncer-
tainty  in  their  structure,  namely  uncertain  mass  and  inertia.  In
fact,  when aiming at autonomous flight,  such parameters cannot
assumed to be known as they might vary during the mission (e.g.
depending  on  the  payload).  Modeling  and  autopilot  design  for
such autonomous fixed-wing UAVs are presented.  The modeling
is implemented in Matlab,  while  the autopilot  is  based on Ardu-
Pilot, a  popular  open-source  autopilot  suite.  Specifically,  the  Ar-
duPilot  functionalities  are  emulated  in  Matlab  according  to  the
Ardupilot  documentation  and  code,  which  allows  us  to  perform
software-in-the-loop  simulations  of  teams  of  UAVs  embedded
with  actual  autopilot  protocols.  An  overview  of  realtime  path
planning,  trajectory  tracking  and  formation  control  resulting
from  the  proposed  platform  is  given.  The  software-inthe-loop
simulations show the capability of achieving different UAV form-
ations while handling uncertain mass and inertia.
    Index Terms—ArduPilot,  adaptive  formation  control,  Fixed-wing
UAVs, software-in-the-loop simulations.
I.  Introduction
UNMANNED  aerial  vehicles  (UAVs)  are  generating  thecuriosity  of  several  scientific  communities.  Among  the
various  types  of  UAVs,  fixed-wing UAVs have been studied
in different contexts from military to commercial, due to their
energy efficient performance while carrying payloads [1], [2].
The  holy  grail  of  such  researches  is  to  have  formations  of
UAVs that  are  able  to  complete  missions autonomously with
little  supervision  from the  human operator  [3].  As  such,  it  is
necessary to equip UAVs with a smart flight control unit. Path
following is one of the most crucial tasks for implementation
in flight  control  units:  many  mature  control  theories  and  al-
gorithms have been proposed for path following. In [4], state-
of-the-art path following algorithms are summarized and com-
pared  with  each  other  using  two  metrics:  control  effort  and
cross-track error.  Five  algorithms  are  evaluated,  namely  car-
rot-chasing,  nonlinear  guidance,  vector-field  (VF),  linear
quadratic  regulation  and  pure  pursuit  with  line-of-sight  (cf.
[5]–[16]  for  more  details  on  such  algorithms and  on  variants
of such algorithms). Monte Carlo simulations in [4] show that
the VF path following, a technique developed in [17], is more
accurate than  the  other  methods,  while  requiring  more  para-
meters to be designed.  The basic concept of  VF path follow-
ing is to construct a vector field around the desired path, res-
ulting in course commands to the vehicle. Path following laws
are  typically  derived  from Lyapunov stability  analysis  which
guarantees stable convergence to the desired path. Despite the
advances in  the  field,  several  challenges  remain  in  path  fol-
lowing.  For example,  the simulations in [4] and in the afore-
mentioned works highlight three crucial points:
a)  The  actual  performance  of  path-following  methods
considerably depends on the fidelity of the UAV model used
for  design.  When  aiming  at  autonomy,  parametric
uncertainties  will  inevitably  appear  in  the  UAV  structure
(uncertain  mass  and  inertia  might  vary  during  the  mission).
Path-following  algorithms  that  cannot  adapt  to  such  changes
will exhibit poor performance.
b) The actual path-following performance depends not only
on  the  commanded  UAV  course  angle.  At  a  lower  level,  a
complex  suite  of  algorithms  commonly  referred  to  as
autopilot,  must  be  in  charge  of  regulating  roll,  pitch  and
altitude  (rudder/wing/aileron  actuators)  according  to  the
course commanded by the path-following algorithm.
c)  Simulations  performed  on  single  UAVs  or  teams  of
UAVs to test path-following protocols usually do not include
the autopilot layer [4]; this testing is to a large extent open.
Given these challenges, this work is driven by the following
research questions: how to cope with parametric uncertainties
in  the  UAV?  How  to  account  for  the  autopilot  low-level
control when testing path-following algorithms? How to scale
the path-following problem to teams of UAVs? While some of
the  authors  studied  in  [18]–[24]  adaptive  formation  control
algorithms  for  various  systems  with  uncertain  dynamics,  the
corresponding  problem  for  UAVs  is  much  more  challenging
due  to  the  complex  UAV  control  architecture  as  sketched  in
Fig. 1. This architecture relies on multiple layers: the autopilot
contains  the  low-level  control  algorithms  that  are  able  to
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maintain  roll  and  pitch  angles,  airspeed,  altitude,  and  roll.
UAV states  (or  estimated states)  and cross-track errors  is  the
crucial  information to  be used by the higher  levels.  The path
following is meant to maintain the vehicle on the desired path
by providing the course heading; the path manager supervises
the navigation of  the UAV with a  finite-state  machine which
converts  a  sequence  of  way-points  into  a  sequence  of  path
primitives that the path following can track.
Having highlighted how modelling and autopilot design are
crucial  steps  towards  the  autonomous  control  of  fixed-wing
UAVs, this papers exactly addresses such issues for a team of
autonomous fixed-wing UAVs. The modelling is implemented
in  Matlab,  while  the  autopilot  algorithms  are  taken  by
ArduPilot, a popular open-source autopilot suite: specifically,
the  ArduPilot  functionalities  are  replicated  in  Matlab
following  the  Ardupilot  documentation  and  the  Ardupilot
code  itself  (reverse  engineering),  a  feature  that  allows  us  to
perform  software-in-the-loop  simulations  with  the  actual
autopilot  protocols.  Such  software-in-the-loop  simulations
show the capability of handling parametric uncertainty in the
UAV structure, (i.e. handling uncertain mass and inertia) for a
team of UAVs.
The  rest  of  the  paper  is  organized  as  follows:  Section  II
gives  some  details  on  the  Matlab  UAV  simulation  platform.
Section  III  describes  some  aspects  related  to  the  autopilot,
while Section IV discusses hardware and software integration
of  the  various  components.  In  Section  V  an  algorithm  for
adaptive vector  field  path following is  given,  followed by an
adaptive  formation  control  method  in  Section  VI,  with
simulations tests. Section VII prospects future research directions.
II.  Modelling
In  line  with Fig. 1,  the  basic  level  of  a  reliable  fixed-wing
UAV  simulator  must  contain  the  UAV  dynamics  and  the
dynamics  of  the  environment  (wind).  These  are  briefly
sketched  below,  in  conformity  with  the  standard  literature
[25], [26]).
A.  Equations of Motion
Using  the  variables  in Table I,  the  motion  of  a  fixed-wing
UAV can be written in the Euler-Lagrange (EL) form as [25]:2666666666666666666666664
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where  is  the  mass  of  the  UAV, , ,  and  are  the
forces acting in x, y, z coordinate axes;  is the inertia tensor
and ,  and , are the moments acting in x, y, z axes.
It is taken into account that the fixed-wing UAV is symmetric
with respect to x and z axes and inertia in the planes xy and yz
is  negligible.  As  wind  may  represent  20%-50% of  the  air-
frame airspeed, wind is included in the simulation, by model-
ling  it  as  the  composition  of  a  constant  part  and  a  dynamic
part  (known  in  literature  as  Dryden  model  [27]).  Along  the
lines of [26], in order to properly describe the influence of the
wind, one needs to define the ground speed, i.e. the UAV ve-
locity relative to the inertial frame. Such ground speed is com-
monly denoted with , and it  is  a  crucial  variable when de-
riving the path-following laws [4].
B.  Matlab-Based Simulator
The  fixed-wing  UAV  and  wind  dynamics  have  been
implemented  in  the  Matlab-Simulink  environment  by  means
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Fig. 1.     General layout for UAV control with autopilot. In this work we
show how, by reverse engineering the Ardupilot code, one can perform soft-
ware-in-the-loop simulations with the actual autopilot protocols of the UAV.
 
 
TABLE I  
State Variables for Equations of Motion
State Description
 Euler angle for Roll
 Euler angle for Pitch
 Euler angle for Yaw
u¯ Angular velocity along x-axis in body frame
v¯ Angular velocity along y-axis in body frame
w¯ Angular velocity along z-axis in body frame
p¯ Roll rate along x-axis in body frame
q¯ Pitch rate along y-axis in body frame
r¯ Yaw rate along z-axis in body frame
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of  the  Aerospace  blockset  [28].  Some  screen-shots  from  the
simulator can be seen in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. In Fig. 2, the forces
and moments contributions are shown on the left. On the right,
the block 'Derived Conditions' contains the implementation of
the wind dynamics, i.e. the computation of airspeed, angle of
attack,  side-slip  angle,  course  angle,  and  other  useful
quantities  affected  by  the  wind.  A  visual  interface,  shown in
Fig. 3,  contains  in-flight  instruments  embedded  in  the
simulator,  to  help  analyzing  the  flight  status  and  reveal
potential errors. More details on the simulator can be found in
[29].
III.  Ardupilot Autopilot
Recalling  that  the  final  goal  is  to  provide  a  realist  UAV
simulation  platform,  it  is  essential  that  the  Matlab  simulator
can replicate  the  low-level  control  structure  of  the  UAV (i.e.
the  autopilot  layer).  The  code  of  ArduPilot,  a  professional
autopilot  software  suite,  is  open-source  and  it  thus  can
accessed and replicated in any other simulation platform. One
of  the  main  feature  of  ArduPilot  is  to  let  the  user  operate
under different flight modes, which are:
Manual: The  controller  is  not  active,  the  pilot  closes  the
loop. The radio controller stick commands of aileron, elevator,
rudder and thrust are delivered to the control actuators as they
are.
Fly-by-Wire A (FBWA): Control  of  roll  and pitch angles  is
enabled,  whose  reference  is  given  by  the  user  with  the  radio
controller stick commands.
Fly-by-Wire B (FBWB): In addition to roll and pitch angles,
altitude  and  airspeed  control  is  enabled,  taking  as  reference
the airspeed and rate of climb given by the user with the radio
commands.
Autotune: Same as FBWA mode, but meanwhile the aircraft
response is used to tune online the pitch and roll controllers.
Auto: The  guidance  logic  is  also  enabled.  The  UAV  will
follow a set of GPS waypoints set by the user.
ArduPilot  is  written in C++, with many supporting utilities
written  in  Python.  In  order  to  promote  the  integration  of
Ardupilot along with the aforementioned Matlab-Based UAV
model,  the  ArduPilot  functionalities  are  replicated  in  Matlab
after  studying  the  Ardupilot  documentation  [30]  and  the
Ardupilot  code  itself  [31].  This  step  of  reverse  engineering
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Fig. 2.     Matlab Simulink model for UAV dynamics. The model comprises the forces and moments on the UAV, as well as the airspeed, angle of attack, side-
slip angle and course angle after the effect of the wind.
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Fig. 3.     Simulink visual interface.
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allows us to perform software-in-the-loop simulations with the
actual autopilot protocols of the UAV. A flowchart illustrating
the structure of the ArduPilot is provided in Fig. 4.
Because the purpose of the autopilot layer is to provide low-
level  controllers  to  govern  the  various  UAV  states,  let  us
illustrate the main ideas behind lateral and longitudinal UAV
control.  For  most  flight  maneuvers  of  interest,  autopilots  are
designed with  the  assumption of  decoupled  and linear  lateral
and  longitudinal  dynamics  [26].  In  this  way,  the  autopilot
design  significantly  simplifies.  The  decoupled  linearized
dynamics of the UAV are of first and second order
roll (s) =
a2
s(s+a1 )
 
a(s)+
1
a2
d2 (s)
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a3
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dwhere  the  terms  in  are  disturbances  coming  from  the
coupled  dynamics,  and the  definition  for  all  variables  can  be
found in [29]. Such first or second order loops allow an effect-
ive use of Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) control.
p¯  C2 (z)
K˜P


Let us focus only on the lateral dynamics, most relevant to
path following: the roll controller structure is depicted in Fig. 5.
It consists of two nested loops: the inner one controls the roll
rate ;  the  outer  the  roll  angle ;  is  a  PID controller;
 is  a  feed-forward  gain;  at  the  outer  loop  there  is  a
proportional  controller  with  gain .  Similar  reasoning
applies  to  the  pitch  control  scheme  as  shown  in Fig. 6.  The
ArduPilot  documentation  provides  descriptions  on  the
structure  of  such  loops  and  on  the  tuning  of  the  PID
controllers  [32],  which  can  then  be  perfectly  replicated  in
Matlab  and  eventually  validated  on  a  real  fixed-wing  UAV.
Validation of both the roll and the pitch control loops has been
performed  on  a  HobbyKing  Bixler  UAV  (cf.  the  detailed
validation  procedure  in  [29]),  showing  that  the  simulated
fixed-wing  UAV  behaves  very  closely  to  the  actual  fixed-
wing UAV.
IV.  Hardware and Software Integration
This  section  presents  the  basic  steps  necessary  for
integration of hardware and software on an actual fixed-wing
UAV with ArduPilot.
A.  Flight Control Unit
ArduPilot  can  run  on  many  different  micro-controllers  and
platforms  [33].  The  HobbyKing  HKPilot32  was  chosen  (see
Fig. 7).  It  is  a  Pixhawk  clone,  an  open-hardware  flight
controller specifically meant for UAV applications [34]. It has
two  redundant  inertial  measurement  units  (IMUs)  which
integrate  a  3-axis  accelerometer,  a  3-axis  gyroscope,  and  a
magnetometer. The measurements from these devices are used
by the state estimation protocols of ArduPilot to get the states
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Fig. 4.     Flowchart structure for the Ardupilot autopilot. Such a structure has
been replicated in Matlab following the Ardupilot documentation.
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Fig. 7.     The HobbyKing HKPilot32 micro-controller.
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of  the  UAV.  In  fact,  each  accelerometer  can  output  three
acceleration  measurements,  one  per  axes,  while  the
gyroscopes  can  measure  the  body  angular  rates  on  the  three
orthogonal  axes.  In  HKPilot32  there  is  also  a  barometer  for
indirect  altitude  measurement.  A  real-time  Operating  System
(OS) runs on HKPilot32, called NuttX: the OS is in charge of
separating the program functions into self-contained tasks and
implements an on-demand scheduling of their execution. The
main benefit is that some tasks can be executed in parallel.
B.  Integration
Integration  of  all  the  electronics  submodules  inside  the
airframe  is  shown  in Fig. 8.  As  the  HKPilot32  micro-
controller contains the two IMUs necessary for the estimation
of  the  plane  attitude,  it  is  advised  to  place  it  as  close  as
possible  to  the  center  of  gravity.  It  is  also  advised  to  place
some  foam  dampers  between  the  micro-controller  and  the
fixing surface,  at  the corners.  These dampers are required to:
reduce  sensor  errors  due  to  mechanical  environment
solicitations;  protect  sensors  as  they  can  be  damaged  by
shocks  or  vibrations;  contain  parasitic  IMUs  movements.  In
fact,  accelerometers  are  very  sensitive  to  vibrations:  in  the
presence  of  excessive  vibrations,  the  state  estimates  can  lead
to very bad performance, thus preventing accurate positioning.
V.  Vector-Field Path Following

As  standard  in  literature,  straight-line  and  orbit  path  are
considered for path following [17].  VF strategies work under
the assumption of first-order course  dynamics
˙ = (c ); (2)
 c

with  the course angle,  the commanded course angle and
 the time constant.  The main variables behind the VF path
following are collected in Table II.
A.  Straight Line Following
The  vector  field  which  describes  the  reference  course  to
drive the UAV on the path is
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where  is the cross-track error,  is the angle between the
reference line and the north,  is a parameter in  which
is  the course reference when the error  is  large,  and  a tun-
ing parameter governing the vector field smoothness. In [17] it
is shown that the control law which is able to let  and
epy ! 0 t!1 as  is
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where , , . The para-
meters  and  govern the control aggressiveness and coun-
teract possible chattering in the control action, and ,
if  or  otherwise.
B.  Orbit Path Following
The desired course vector  field which drives the aircraft  to
loiter on an orbit path is
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+
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where is ,  is the distance of the UAV from the orbit
center,  the orbit radius and  is the angle between the north
and  the  UAV  position  with  respect  to  the  orbit  center.  The
parameter  is 1 for clockwise orbit path and  for counter-
clockwise  orbit  path.  In  [17]  it  is  shown that  the  control  law
which is able to let  and  as  is
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o = ko=(1+ (ko s˜)2) ko o "owhere ,  and  the  parameters , ,  are
defined similarly to the straight-line case.
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Fig. 8.     Cross-section showing CoG and the distribution of electronics inside the UAV.
 
 
TABLE II  
Variables for Vector-Field Path Following
Variable Description
 Course angle
c Commanded course angle
d Reference course angle (vector field)
1 Reference course at infinity
  1=1 clockwise, =  counter-clockwise orbit
q Angle between reference line and the north
 Angle between UAV-center line and the north
˜ Path-Following error (line)
s˜ Path-Following error (orbit)
ksl;ko Vector field smoothness parameter
sl; o Control authority parameter
"sl; "o Anti-chattering parameter
Vg Magnitude of ground speed
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VI.  Adaptive Formation Algorithm
In this section, a network formation of UAVs is considered,
each one with dynamics:
Di(qi)q¨i+Ci(qi; q˙i)q˙i+gi(qi) = i; i = f1; :::;Ng (7)
where the dynamics are in the EL form (1) as in Section II-A.
A.  Preliminaries on Communication Graphs
G = (V;E); V = f1; :::;Ng
E VV
G¯ = fV;E;T g; T V
A = [ai j] 2 RNN
aii = 0
ai j = 1 (i; j) 2 E; i , j
M = [a j0] 2 RN
a jo = 1 j 2 T
a jo = 0
The  UAVs  are  linked  to  each  other  via  a communication
graph that  describes  the  allowed  information  flow  (cf.  the
example in Fig. 9). In a communication graph, a special role is
played  by  the pinning node,  which  is  a  UAV  (typically
indicated  as  system  0)  and  it  does  not  receive  information
from  any  other  UAVs  in  the  network.  The  communication
graph describing the allowed information flow between all the
systems,  pinner  excluded,  is  completely  defined  by  the  pair
 where  is  a  finite  non  empty  set  of
nodes, and  is a set of pairs of nodes, called edges.
To include the presence of the pinner in the network we define
 where  is  the  set  of  those nodes,  called
target  nodes,  which receive information from the pinner.  Let
us  introduce  the Adjacency  matrix  of  a
directed communication graph, which is defined as  and
,  if  where .  In  addition,  we  define  a
vector,  the target  vector ,  to  describe  the
directed  communication  of  the  pinner  with  the  target  nodes.
Specially,  the target  matrix is  defined as  if  and
 otherwise.
B.  Formation Control Law
The  main  variables  behind  the  formation  control  law  are
collected in Table III, whose explanation is sketched hereafter.
G¯
(q0; q˙0)
i
[qi; q˙i]! [q0; q˙0] t!1 i
Given  a  hierarchical  network  of  EL  heterogeneous
uncertain UAVs, a pinner with state , we want to find a
distributed  strategy  for  the  inputs  that  respects  the
communication graph, that does not require knowledge of the
EL matrices, and that leads to synchronization of the network,
i.e.    as  for every UAV . Let us start by
formulating some reference dynamics:
q˙0
q¨0

=
"
0 I
 Kp  Kv
#
|          {z          }
Am
q0
q˙0

|{z}
xm
+

0
I

|{z}
Bm
r (8)
q0; q˙0 2 Rn
r = q¨d +Kvq˙d +Kpqd
where  is  the  state  of  the  reference  model  and
 is  a  user-specified  reference  input.  The
reference dynamics  (8)  basically  represent  some  homogen-
eous dynamics  all  UAVs  should  synchronize  to.  With  refer-
ence to the formation given in Fig. 9, we propose the control-
lers:
1 = 
0
D1D1|  {z  }
Dˆ1
( Kpq1 Kvq˙1+ r)+0C1C1|  {z  }
Cˆ1
q˙1+0g1g1| {z }
gˆ1
2 = 
0
D2D2|  {z  }
Dˆ2
( Kpq2 Kvq˙2+ r)+0C2C2|  {z  }
Cˆ2
q˙2+0g2g2| {z }
gˆ2
(9)
Dˆ1 Cˆ1 gˆ1 Dˆ2 Cˆ2 gˆ2
0(q; q˙)
 (q; q˙)
where,  the  estimates , ,  and , ,  of  the  ideal
matrices have been split in a linear-in-the-parameter form (i.e.
any dynamic term is split as  for some unknown para-
meter  and some known state-dependent regressor ).
The adaptive laws for estimating such unknown  are:
˙0C1 =   B0mPe1q˙100C1;˙0g1 =   B0mPe10g1
˙0D1 =   B0mPe1( Kpq1 Kvq˙1+ r)00D1
˙0C2 =   B0mPe2q˙200C1;˙0g2 =   B0mPe20g2
˙0D2 =   B0mPe2( Kpq2 Kvq˙2+ r)00D2 (10)
  P = P0 > 0where,  is adaptive gain and  is such that:
PAm+A0mP =  Q; Q > 0: (11)
The following controller is proposed for the other UAVs:
3 =  Dˆ3[Kp(q3 q1)+Kv(q˙3  q˙1)]+ Cˆ3q˙3
+[D3D11  [D3D1C1q˙1+ gˆ3
4 =  Dˆ4[Kp(q4 q2)+Kv(q˙4  q˙2)]+ Cˆ4q˙4
+[D4D22  [D4D2C2q˙2+ gˆ4 (12)
Here, the adaptive laws for such an estimates are:
˙0D3D1 =   B0mPe13010D3D1
˙0D3D1C1 =   B0mPe13q˙010D3D1C1
˙0C3 =   B0mPe13q˙030C3
˙0g3 =   B0mPe130g3
˙0D3 =   B0mPe13

Kp(q3 q1)+Kv(q˙3  q˙1)00D3D1
 (13)
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Fig. 9.     Communication graph with V formation.
 
 
TABLE III  
Variables for Formation Control Law
Variable Description
Am;Bm Reference dynamics
Kp;Kv Reference gains
P Lyapunov matrix
  Adaptive gain
Dˆi;Cˆi; gˆi Estimated dynamics of UAV # i
Di;Ci;gi iEstimated gains of UAV # 
[DiD ji; [DiD jC ji i jEstimated dynamics between UAVs #  and # 
DiD j ;DiD jD j i jEstimated gains between UAVs #  and # 
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˙0D4D2 =   B0mPe24020D4D2
˙0D4D2C2 =   B0mPe24q˙020D4D2C2
˙0C4 =   B0mPe24q˙040C4
˙0g4 =   B0mPe240g4
˙0D4 =   B0mPe24

Kp(q4 q2)+Kv(q˙4  q˙2)00D4D2

: (14)
(i; j) ai j , 0; ei j = (x j  xi) ! 0
t!1 j e j = (x j  x0)
! 0 t!1
It  is  possible  prove  that,  the  proposed  controllers  and
adaptive  laws  with  all  closed-loop  signals  are  bounded,  for
any  such  that  we  have   as
.  In  addition,  for  every  UAV  we  have 
 as . The proposed synchronization protocol can be
extended to include gaps formation, provided that the error:
ei j = x j  xi+  ji =
q j
q˙ j

 
qi
q˙i

+

¯ ji
0

(15)
 ji
¯ ji j i
Va = 15 hm = 50
sl = o =

2
ksl = ko = 0:1 sl = o = 1
is  considered,  where  contains the  desired  formation  dis-
placement  among UAVs  and . In the forthcoming simu-
lations  we  will  consider  the  following  parameters:  constant
airspeed  m/s,  constant  altitude  m. The  con-
trol  parameters  of  the  vector  field  approach  are ,
, ,  while the control parameters of the
adaptive formation algorithm are
Q = 100 I; Kp = 50; Kv = 50;   = 100: (16)
In line with most UAV path generation approaches, the path
is composed of straight lines and orbits. For these simulations
we take a path consisting of a straight line followed an orbit.
30
15 25
Fig. 10 shows the result of the simulations for an inverted V
formation  amongst  the  UAVs.  The  simulations  of  the  multi-
UAV formation are carried out for 4 UAVs and a pinner UAV.
The communication graph shown in Fig. 9. It can be noted that
the  formation  control  task  is  achieved  despite  uncertainty,
which  demonstrates  the  effectiveness  of  the  proposed
formation  control  method.  It  must  be  remarked  that  the
kinematic constraints of the UAV are not handled directly by
the  path  following,  but  by  the  low  level  controllers  (for
pitch/roll/altitude)  which  are  implemented  inside  ArduPilot.
This  implies  that,  for  example,  the  radius  of  the  circle  path,
which has been selected as 30 meters for all UAVs, should be
decided  according  to  physical  limits:  it  cannot  be  too  small
otherwise the autopilot of the UAV would not be able to track
the orbit (due to the maximum range of the aileron angle). More
specifically, the following constraints are used in the model, in
line  with  most  commercial  fixed-wing  UAVs:  the  aileron
command  spans  degrees,  the  elevator  command  spans
 degrees and the rudder command spans  degrees. Table
IV below shows the parameters of the fixed-wing UAVs, which
are used only for the sake of simulations and are unknown for
the  purpose  of  control  design.  With  respect  to  the  initial
conditions  for  the  UAVs,  the  starting  point  can  basically  be
arbitrary, and the initial attitude angles (pitch/roll/yaw) should
be within the autopilot operating ranges, otherwise the autopilot
will not be able to stabilize the UAV.
Remark  1:  The  benefit  of  the  adaptive  law  is  to  allow  all
UAVs to homogenize to the same dynamics,  by adapting the
control action to compensate for different mass and inertia. In
fact,  it  is  well  known  in  formation  control  literature  that
homogeneous  dynamics  are  a  crucial  feature  in  order  to
achieve proper coordinated motion [19], [24].
The  proposed  algorithm  can  also  be  implemented  with  a
different  number  of  leaders  and  followers: Fig. 12 shows  the
result  of  the  simulations  for  a  Y  formation  (3  leaders  and  1
follower) with control law
1 = Dˆ1( Kpq1 Kvq˙1+ r)+ Cˆ1q˙1+ gˆ1
2 = Dˆ2( Kpq2 Kvq˙2+ r)+ Cˆ2q˙2+ gˆ2
3 = Dˆ3( Kpq3 Kvq˙3+ r)+ Cˆ3q˙3+ gˆ3
4 =  Dˆ4[Kp(q4 q3)+Kv(q˙4  q˙3)]+ Cˆ4q˙4
+[D4D33  [D4D3C3q˙3+ gˆ4 (17)
with adaptive laws
˙0C1 =   B0mPe1q˙100C1;˙0g1 =   B0mPe10g1
˙0D1 =   B0mPe1( Kpq1 Kvq˙1+ r)00D1
˙0C2 =   B0mPe2q˙200C2;˙0g2 =   B0mPe20g2
˙0D2 =   B0mPe2( Kpq2 Kvq˙2+ r)00D2
˙0C3 =   B0mPe3q˙300C3;˙0g3 =   B0mPe30g3
˙0D3 =   B0mPe3( Kpq3 Kvq˙3+ r)00D3
˙0D4D3 =   B0mPe34030D4D3
˙0D4D3C3 =   B0mPe34q˙030D4D3C3
˙0C4 =   B0mPe34q˙040C4 ;˙0g4 =   B0mPe340g4
˙0D4 =   B0mPe34

Kp(q4 q3)+Kv(q˙4  q˙3)00D4D3

: (18)
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Fig. 10.     Path following with V formation. The UAVs in the formation fol-
low a line and then orbit around a point.
 
 
TABLE IV  
Fixed-Wing UAVs Parameters
Mass (kg) Moment of Inertia (kgm2)
UAV-0 (Pinner) 10 Ix = 0:02 Iy = 0:026Iz = 0:053 Ixz = 0:01, , 
UAV-1 (Leader 1) 20 Ix = 0:1 Iy = 0:05Iz = 0:1 Ixz = 0:01, , 
UAV-2 (Follower 1) 30 Ix = 0:2 Iy = 0:1Iz = 0:2 Ixz = 0:02, , 
UAV-3 (Leader 2) 40 Ix = 0:4 Iy = 0:02Iz = 0:4 Ixz = 0:04, , 
UAV-4 (Follower 2) 50 Ix = 0:8 Iy = 0:04Iz = 0:08 Ixz = 0:08, , 
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In other words, the structure of the controller is suitable for
any  formation,  but  because  each  UAVs  has  different
neighbors  according  to  the  formation,  the  signals  used  to
implement  the  control  action  will  be  different.  The
communication graph for the Y formation is shown in Fig. 11.
Fig. 14 shows  the  result  of  the  simulations  for  an  inverted  T
formation (1 leader and 3 followers) with control law
1 = Dˆ1( Kpq1 Kvq˙1+ r)+ Cˆ1q˙1+ gˆ1
2 =  Dˆ2[Kp(q2 q1)+Kv(q˙2  q˙1)]+ Cˆ2q˙2
+[D2D11  [D2D1C1q˙1+ gˆ2
3 =  Dˆ3[Kp(q3 q1)+Kv(q˙3  q˙1)]+ Cˆ3q˙3
+[D3D11  [D3D1C1q˙1+ gˆ3
4 =  Dˆ4[Kp(q4 q1)+Kv(q˙4  q˙1)]+ Cˆ4q˙4
+[D4D11  [D4D1C1q˙1+ gˆ4 (19)
with adaptive laws
˙0C1 =   B0mPe1q˙100C1;˙0g1 =   B0mPe10g1
˙0D1 =   B0mPe1( Kpq1 Kvq˙1+ r)00D1
˙0D2D1 =   B0mPe12010D2D1
˙0D2D1C1 =   B0mPe12q˙010D2D1C1
˙0C2 =   B0mPe12q˙020C2 ;˙0g2 =   B0mPe120g2
˙0D2 =   B0mPe12

Kp(q2 q1)
+Kv(q˙2  q˙1)00D2D1
 (20)
˙0D3D1 =   B0mPe13010D3D1
˙0D3D1C1 =   B0mPe13q˙010D3D1C1
˙0C3 =   B0mPe13q˙030C3 ;˙0g3 =   B0mPe130g3
˙0D3 =   B0mPe13

Kp(q3 q1)
+Kv(q˙3  q˙1)00D3D1
 (21)
˙0D4D1 =   B0mPe14010D4D1
˙0D4D1C1 =   B0mPe14q˙010D4D1C1
˙0C4 =   B0mPe14q˙040C4 ;˙0g4 =   B0mPe140g4
˙0D4 =   B0mPe14

Kp(q4 q1)
+Kv(q˙4  q˙1)00D4D1

: (22)
The  communication  graph  for  the  inverted  T  formation  is
shown in Fig. 13.
C.  The Importance of Adaptation
Finally,  we  would  like  to  highlight  the  relevance  of
embedding  adaptation  in  formation  control  by  showing  what
happens  in  the  absence  of  such  adaptation.  To  this  purpose,
we  set  up  another  simulation  with  inverted  V  formation  in
which  two  UAVs  (Leader  2  and  Follower  2)  adopt  the
adaptive  algorithm,  whereas  the  other  two  (Leader  1  and
Follower  1)  do  not  employ  adaptation.  This  means  that  their
control  gains  are  kept  fixed  without  adapting  to  different
mass/inertia. Fig. 15 shows  the  result  of  such  simulation:  it
can  be  seen  that  the  two  UAVs  not  employing  adaptation
cannot close the gap with respect to their predecessor and they eventually leave the formation. It can be noted from Table IV
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Fig. 11.     Communication graph with Y formation.
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Fig. 12.     Path following with Y formation. The UAVs in the formation fol-
low a line and then orbit around a point.
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Fig. 13.     Communication graph with T formation.
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that  the  masses  of  the  UAVs vary  of  a  factor  5,  whereas  the
inertia  vary  of  a  factor  10:  it  is  remarkable  that  a  unique
algorithm can  adapt  to  such  heterogeneity.  In  the  absence  of
such  adaptation,  it  might  be  difficult  to  find  a  formation
control  strategy  that  can  work  for  any  inertia  and  mass.
Therefore,  the  proposed  software-in-the-loop  simulations
show  the  capability  of  achieving  different  UAV  formations
while handling uncertain mass and inertia.
VII.  Conclusions
The paper has discussed the research activities on the design
and  software-in-the-loop  implementation  of  adaptive
formation controllers for fixed-wing unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs).  The  focus  of  this  paper  was  on  the  control  and
simulation of fixed-wing UAVs in Matlab environment, in the
presence of  parametric  uncertainties  represented by uncertain
mass and inertia.  Several aspects of the guidance and control
for fixed-wing UAVs have been tackled: Matlab modelling of
UAVs, hardware and software integration, ArduPilot autopilot
low-level  (roll/pitch/altitude)  control,  vector  field  path
following, adaptive formation control and finally the software-
in-the-loop  simulations.  Software-in-the-loop  capability  was
achieved  by  replicating  in  Matlab  the  ArduPilot  code
(according  to  the  Ardupilot  documentation  and  to  the
Ardupilot code itself). This reversed engineering step allowed
us  to  perform simulations  with  the  actual  autopilot  protocols
of  the  UAV.  Future  work  will  cover  hardware-in-the-loop
simulations  (the  actual  flight  controller  will  send  commands
and  receive  measures  from the  Matlab  simulator),  as  well  as
the real flights.
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Fig. 14.     Path following with T formation. The UAVs in the formation fol-
low a line and then orbit around a point.
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Fig. 15.     Unsuccessful path following in the absence of adaptation. Leader 2
and Follower 2, employing the adaptive algorithm, manage to achieve their
part of the formation, while Leader 1 and Follower 1, which do not employ
adaptation, leave the formation.
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